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Product Description A naturalist's delight, and a record-breaking gift book, back in print! In 1906,

Edith Holden recorded in words and images the flora and fauna of the British countryside through

the changing seasons. For 70 years, her enchanting journal lay undiscovered--until 1977, when it

was first published with great success (as any bookseller will recall). Now, it is back in print, ours to

treasure once again. All the charm and beauty of the original remains intact in this facsimile, with

Holden's carefully handwritten entries: favorite poems, personal thoughts, observations of the

wildlife she saw in her native Warwickshire; and remarks on her travels throughout England and

Scotland. On every page, her exquisitely rendered paintings--executed with a naturalist's eye for

detail and an artist's sensitivity and skill--capture birds perched on branches, their mouths open in

song; a tiny shrew mouse, sniffing the air; delicate butterflies and slithering snakes; fluttering leaves;

and an array of flowers, from pink foxgloves and trailing roses to yellow water lilies. And, each

spellbinding picture reflects her deep love of nature. Surely a beloved classic for a new generation

of book buyers.
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This is a really cool book. Great for inspiring children in making a nature journal. My daughter has

loved tracing the pictures for her nature journal and using it as inspiration in her journal.This nature

journal has such beautiful illustrations, poems and quotes to inspire the budding nature journalist. It

also includes many of the common and scientific names of various plants and wildlife found in the

area the author studied.

The book I got was a library salvage, which was what was expected, so I didn't mind the wear and

tear. The book itself is great. It is almost exclusively drawings of birds and plants, with tidy

handwritten text all around them. It's fun and classy and has a nice authentic feel to it.

I sent this (from England) to a Canadian friend going through a tough time as a cheer-up gift. She

has fallen absolutely in love with it and phoned me to rave about the exquisite illustrations. She says

she'd like to lend it to all her friends, but isn't yet ready to let it out of her sight.Some books provide

enduring pleasures - this is one of them.

Gorgeous and inspiring.

Great talent, lovely book. Received promotly in as stated condition.

A favorite of ours. Beautiful drawings, serves as inspiration for nature journaling

I ordered this book because I had loaned my copy to some one (i don't remember who) and never

got it back. So yes, I am delighted to have the book again and in beautiful condition.Thank You.



For many years, I had and enjoyed a copy of this book. Enjoyed it so much that I decided to give a

copy to a friend. Some things are meant to be loaned, but others should only be given so you can

keep your copy! The illustrations & nature observations are fascinating.
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